Macao Tour A (Half-day Activity)

- Macao Tour A <Footsteps into the Historic Centre>
- Cost: HKD 300 /pax (min. 30 pax per group)

Ruins of St. Paul, Nacha Temple, St. Dominic Church, Cathedral, Leal Senado Building, Senado Square, General Post Office Building, A-ma Temple, Macau Tower (Ground floor)

Remarks:
*The above package includes bus, bus driver, local tour guide & sightseeing service.
*Tour guide speaks in: Chinese, English
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Macao Tour B (Half-day Activity)

- Macao Tour B <Bygone Days of Taipa Village>
- Cost: HKD 300 /pax (min. 30 pax per group)

Our Lady of Carmo Church, Carmo Hall, The Taipa House Museum, Rua da Cunha, Pak Tai Temple in Taipa, Largo do Presidente Antonio Ramalho Eanes, Ancient Temple of Tin Hau Temple in Coloane, Tam Kung Temple, Chapel of St. Francis Xavier

Remarks:
- The above package includes bus, bus driver, local tour guide & sightseeing service.
- Tour guide speaks in: Chinese, English
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